The Anamorphic Stretch Transform: Putting the Squeeze on “Big Data”
Coping with a deluge of digital information will require more efficient ways to capture, sample and store data. One new approach works by selectively “warping” the data to provide better resolution of the fine details—while still reducing total data size. Bahram Jalali and Mohammad H. Asghari

Erwin Schrödinger’s Path to Wave Mechanics
In 1926, Schrödinger invoked Hamilton’s optical-mechanical analogy that related ray optics and particle mechanics: His invention of wave mechanics related to particle mechanics as wave optics related to ray optics. Barry R. Masters

Meet OSA’s 2014 Fellows
OSA is pleased to announce the 2014 class of Fellows. This distinction was awarded to 71 OSA members for their significant contributions to the advancement of optics and photonics. The selection of these candidates was confirmed by the Board of Directors at its meeting in October 2013. Kari Apter and Belinda Acre
The February 2014 issue of Optics & Photonics News takes us from the origins of quantum mechanics in the universities of Europe in the 1920s, to sophisticated new methods used to compress and digitize massive volumes of signal information in our modern era of “Big Data.” The issue also illustrates to me once again that many different fields of science are closely related to fundamental concepts in optics. Let me show you what I mean.

Two well-known concepts of classical light propagation are the diffraction limit and the time-bandwidth product limit. The former teaches that all finite-aperture light beams must diverge—in fact, the minimum divergence angle is roughly the wavelength divided by the aperture size. The time-bandwidth product, on the other hand, forces finite-length light pulses to have finite frequency spread, and the minimum fractional bandwidth is, once again, just the wavelength divided by the pulse length.

I recall learning as a physics student how quantum mechanics extends these simple wave properties to matter. An electron beam cannot be perfectly aimed, nor its energy perfectly determined; the uncertainty principle forbids it, just as wave mechanics forbids these properties for a light pulse. In this month’s OPN, Barry Masters views this natural connection from the point of view of the founder of the quantum wave equation, Erwin Schrödinger himself. As you will read, Schrödinger was intent on finding a wavelike description of matter, and was deeply influenced by the connections between optics and mechanics in classical physics.

The time-bandwidth limit also motivates the Nyquist theorem, which states that if you want to digitize a high-frequency wave, you had better sample it at least twice per cycle. This means that the large-bandwidth signals produced by today’s cameras and smartphones need high sampling rates and therefore generate massive digital records. Bahram Jalali and Mohammad Asghari show us in their article how modern signal compression methods are overcoming this limitation.

Finally, all of us at OSA are extremely pleased to present in this issue the new class of OSA Fellows for 2014. Fellows are members of OSA who have distinguished themselves in the advancement of optics, and can be nominated by existing Fellows. Only 10% of the membership of OSA may achieve this distinction. I remember my own election to OSA Fellow nearly 20 years ago. This recognition by my community for my contributions to our field was one of the proudest moments of my career.

I invite you to take a moment to peruse the list and read the citations. This year’s Fellows come from around the world and across a broad spectrum of optics and photonics activities, and they confirm the vibrant state of our field. Please join me in congratulating this year’s Fellows.

—Phil Bucksbaum
OSA President
Today’s research is producing ever-increasing amounts of data. For example, Large Hadron Collider experiments produce up to 600 million particle collisions per second, but only about 100 of those collisions are of interest to scientists. “Big Data” sets like these can be unmanageable with current data compression technology. We need more efficient ways to capture, sample and store this information. In this month’s cover story, Bahram Jalali and Mohammad H. Asghari explain a new approach they developed to help manage the “Big Data” problem. Their approach works by selectively “warping” the data to provide better resolution of the fine details—while still reducing total data size.

Jalali likens their technique to anamorphic and surrealist art, which has greatly influenced his life and work: “I took art history in college to satisfy general studies requirements. As a physics major, I wasn’t really into the class until one day Salvador Dalí’s “The Persistence of Memory” appeared on the screen. I was mesmerized with the melting clocks; it was as if Dalí wanted to convey that time is not rigid; it can be stretched and twisted. To me, the painting described physics. It evoked a feeling of awe that has stayed with me ever since.”

Erwin Schrödinger’s wave equation helped develop early quantum theory in the 1920s. His keen understanding of Hamilton’s optical-mechanical analogy relating ray optics and particle mechanics, as well as Louis de Broglie’s wave assertions, aided him down his own path to wave mechanics.

Author Barry R. Masters does more than explain how Schrödinger came to this scientific breakthrough; he tells the Viennese physicist’s story, recognizing his love of classical languages, philosophy and German poetry. Masters states: “I am interested in the origins of scientific creativity and how we can foster it in young people. Schrödinger’s invention of wave mechanics is a good case study since his notebooks and letters have become available to historians.”

Every year, OSA gives a small percentage of its membership the special designation of OSA Fellow. The Society is pleased to welcome 71 of its members into the 2014 class of Fellows. These distinguished individuals have made significant contributions to the advancement of optics and photonics. They were both nominated and selected by existing OSA Fellows. Kari Apter and Belinda Acre (not pictured) of the OSA Awards Office coordinate the process.

“It’s interesting to learn more about the remarkable achievements of OSA members. There is so much variety across optics and photonics, but all the Fellows are united by a high standard of excellence,” says Apter.
Coping with a deluge of digital information will require more efficient ways to capture, sample and store data. One new approach works by selectively “warping” the data to provide better resolution of the fine details—while still reducing total data size.
he world today is awash in digital data. It’s estimated that more than 2.5 exabytes (2.5 × 10¹⁸ bytes) of data were being churned out every day in 2012, with 90 percent of all of the world’s data created in just the last two years. The quintillions of bytes of “Big Data” collected by millions of networked sensors, and generated by users of smartphones and other networked devices, have spurred wide discussion of the opportunities to be mined from the data—and the challenge of properly analyzing it all.

But the Big Data problem isn’t limited to analytics; it also includes data capture, storage and transmission. In applications such as data communication, medicine and scientific research, communication signals and phenomena of interest occur on time scales too rapid and at throughputs too high to be sampled and digitized in real time.

Our group at the University of California, Los Angeles, which develops high-throughput, real-time instruments for science, medicine and engineering, has experienced this firsthand. The record throughput of instruments such as serial time-encoded amplified microscopes, MHz-frame-rate brightfield cameras, and ultra-high-frame-rate fluorescent cameras for biological imaging has enabled the discovery of optical rogue waves and the detection of cancer cells in blood with sensitivity of one cell in a million.

But these instruments also produce a data “firehose”—on the order of one trillion bits of data per second for some systems—that can overwhelm even the most advanced computers. And detecting rare events such as cancer cells in a flow requires that data be recorded continuously and for a long time, resulting in vast data sets.

Dealing with such data loads requires new approaches to data capture and compression. We have developed such an approach: the Anamorphic Stretch Transform (AST), a new way of compressing digitized data by selectively stretching and warping the signal.

This operation emulates what happens to waves as they travel through physical media with specific dispersive or diffractive properties. It also evokes aspects of surrealism and the optical effects of anamorphism used in visual arts. This technique, with applications both in digitizing high-throughput analog signals and in compressing already digitized data, could offer one route to taming the capture, storage and transmission bottlenecks associated with Big Data.
The Nyquist dilemma

Much of the problem of capturing and handling Big Data lies in familiar constraints of analog-to-digital conversion. Conventional digitizers sample the analog signal uniformly at twice the highest frequency of the signal—the so-called Nyquist rate—to ensure that the sharpest features are adequately captured. Unfortunately, this oversamples frequency components below the Nyquist rate, which can make the total digital record far larger than it needs to be. And the Nyquist rate criterion limits the maximum frequency that can be captured to half of the digitizer’s sampling rate, a problem in dealing with increasingly fast, high-throughput data.

AST is a physics-based data compression technique that solves both problems. By reshaping the signal before sampling, and selectively stretching and warping sharp features in the data to allow them to be captured at a lower sampling rate, the transformation matches the signal’s bandwidth to the capabilities of the sensor and the digitizer.

At the same time, it compresses the time-bandwidth product (TBP)—the product of the record length and the bandwidth, which is the parameter that determines the total number of samples, and thus the digital data size, required to represent the original information in a non-lossy way. The result: Fast features that were previously beyond resolution can be properly captured, yet the total volume of digital data is reduced.

Stretching the features self-adaptively

At the heart of AST is the concept of self-adaptive stretch: By reshaping the actual input signal before uniform sampling, AST causes sharp features to be stretched more than coarse features. This feature-selective stretch means that more samples are allocated to sharp features in the data, where they are needed the most, and fewer to coarse features, where they are redundant.

In most situations involving digital data the number of available samples is limited, either by the resolution of the digitizer itself or by storage and transmission capacity. Feature-selective stretch allocates those limited available samples most efficiently, and reduces TBP when there is redundancy in the signal.

In analog-to-digital conversion, AST reshaping of the signal’s modulation envelope consists of two steps. First, the electric field is passed through a physical medium engineered to have specific dispersion or diffraction properties, and thereby to achieve feature-selective stretch in the input waveform. The second step is a nonlinear

Anamorphism in Art

The Anamorphic Stretch Transform takes its name from the technique of anamorphism in graphic arts. Here, artists use transformations and warping in the spatial domain to fashion distorted perspectives of images for artistic effect—which can be reconstructed into their original form using curved mirrors, changes of perspective, or other techniques. One well-known form of anamorphism is cylindrical anamorphism, shown in the example above: The distorted design of the art on the plane surface is rolled up into the “real” image, a column, in the cylindrical mirror.

AST, by analogy, achieves its effectiveness by selectively stretching and warping a signal not in space, but in the frequency domain, and can similarly reconstruct the original signal through an inverse transformation. The selective warping in AST also spurs associations with surrealist art, such as Dali’s famous warped watches in “The Persistence of Memory,” evoked in the art below.
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A linear group delay compresses the bandwidth, but expands the record length, so TBP is not compressed; a nonlinear group delay results in bandwidth compression without significant increase in record length.

In capturing fast optical signals for digitization, AST works by passing the analog data through a physical medium, with specific dispersion properties—in essence, a specific group delay function that preferentially stretches out sharp features for more detailed capture. But how do we engineer a medium that warps the signal in the right way? The answer lies in the math of the transformation—and in a very useful distribution function that falls out of that math.

Mathematically, as shown in the sidebar on the left, AST constitutes a nonlinear transform that stretches and warps the input signal. The output of the transform includes both amplitude and phase information, so the complex field of the reshaped input signal must also be measured. The time domain signal can then be fully reconstructed from the measured complex field.

The output of AST includes a frequency-dependent phase operation, \( \varphi(\omega) \), the proper choice of which will determine whether the TBP is compressed or expanded. The challenge, of course, is to identify the type of phase operations that results in feature-selective stretch of the modulation envelope, which in turn enables us to engineer the right physical or digital filter to achieve the compression. To do this, we use the Stretched Modulation Distribution (\( S_M \)), a mathematical tool that describes both the record length and the modulation bandwidth after the signal is subjected to a given phase operation.

\( S_M \) is a 2-D function that unveils the signal’s modulation bandwidth and its dependence on the group delay, and thus can identify the proper kernel that reshapes the signal such that its TBP is compressed. It allows us to engineer the TBP of signal intensity (or brightness) though proper choice of the \( \varphi(\omega) \) function—or, more precisely, its derivative, which maps to the group delay of the dispersive element.

The usefulness of \( S_M \) in engineering TBP compression can be seen by comparing the distribution for an arbitrary signal for a linear and a warped (nonlinear) group delay. A linear group delay compresses the bandwidth, but
expands the record length, so TBP is not compressed; a nonlinear group delay results in bandwidth compression without significant increase in record length.

It turns out that for TBP compression, the group delay should be a sublinear function of frequency. One simple example that can achieve good TBP compression is the inverse tangent, 

$$d\varphi(\omega)/d\omega = A \cdot \tan^{-1}(B \cdot \omega).$$

Here $A$ and $B$ are arbitrary real numbers, with the adjustable parameter $B$ specifically related to the degree of anamorphism, or warp, imparted on the signal. (For time-bandwidth expansion and application to waveform generation from digitized data, the group delay should be a superlinear function of frequency.)

The process for unpacking the compressed digital signal consists of complex-field detection, followed by digital reconstruction at the receiver—the latter being simply inverse propagation through AST. The net result is that the envelope (intensity) bandwidth is reduced without proportional increase in time, and the TBP is compressed. Since the volume of digital data is proportional to the TBP of the analog signal, this operation reduces the digital data volume and addresses the Big Data problem in high-speed, real-time systems.

**AST and other stretch transforms**

The potential effectiveness of AST in the Big Data regime emerges in comparison with two other transforms—Time-Stretch Dispersive Fourier Transform (TS-DFT) and Time-Stretch Transform (TST)—that were also designed to enable faster analog-to-digital signal capture.

TS-DFT relies on linear group velocity dispersion to perform time
dilation and Fourier transformation. It enables measurement of single-shot spectra of optical pulses at high repetition rates, offers a powerful method for real-time high-throughput spectroscopy and imaging at high repetition rate, and led to the discovery of optical rogue waves. However, it does not provide information about the signal in the time domain or its spectral phase profile. TST combines this technique with complex-field detection and is capable of providing the single-shot spectrum and the temporal profile.

Both of these techniques, however, as well as temporal imaging, conserve the TBP of the input signal, and thus do not reduce the total data volume. AST, by contrast, engineers the time-bandwidth (or space-bandwidth) product of waveforms and also provides complex-field information in both the time and spectral domains in real time. By compressing the TBP, it reduces the record length and hence digital data size.

**Compressing analog data**

For temporal optical waveforms, AST can use elements with engineered group velocity dispersion, such as chirped fiber Bragg gratings, chromo-modal dispersion or free-space gratings, to perform the nonlinear group delay filter operation. Using a fiber grating with the proper sublinear group delay profile, THz-bandwidth optical pulses, carrying single-shot spectrum or imaging information, can be compressed to GHz-bandwidth temporal waveforms that can be digitized in real-time. At the same time, the temporal duration and hence the digital data size are reduced.

In experimental demonstrations of AST using a fiber Bragg grating with customized chirp profile, we achieved a 2.7-fold reduction in TBP, and thus in digital data size, in capturing and sampling an optical signal relative to TST techniques. For recovery of the complex field to decompress the data, we used the Stereopsis-inspired Time-stretched Amplified Real-time Spectrometer (STARS) method, an approach to optical signal phase recovery based on two intensity (envelope) measurements and inspired by stereopsis reconstruction is human eyes. (Other phase recovery techniques can also be used.)

**Toward all-digital implementations**

As the example above suggests, AST can enable a conventional digitizer to capture fast temporal
features that might otherwise be beyond its bandwidth, while reducing the total digital data size by compressing the TBP of the signal modulation. This analog compression is achieved in an open-loop fashion, without prior knowledge of the input waveform, and thus can address one aspect of the Big Data problem. But Big Data also raises issues about the storage and communication of the exabytes of data already in digital form, such as digital images. AST can also help address these challenges, through implementation of this analog system as a digital data-compression algorithm.

Implementing a version of AST for compression of digital data involves creating a compression algorithm based on a discrete approximation of the AST equations, using those equations to develop parameters for a digital transformation (analogous to the physical propagation through a warped dispersive or diffractive element), and passing an already captured and digitized signal through the compression algorithm. This would achieve the same kind of compression by allowing resampling of the selectively “warped” digital signal at a lower frequency, thereby allowing compression for storage and transmission, in the same way that the analog transform allows compression for actual data capture and analog-to-digital conversion.

We have used such an all-digital implementation to achieve significant (56-fold) compression in digital images, without the distortion implicit in common lossy compression algorithms such as JPEG. The example highlights AST’s potential as one part of the solution of the Big Data quandary.

Bahram Jalali (jalali@ucla.edu) is professor, Northrop Grumman Endowed Chair, and Mohammad H. Asghari is a postdoctoral fellow in the Electrical Engineering Department at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), U.S.A. Jalali has joint appointments in the Biomedical Engineering Department, California NanoSystems Institute and the UCLA School of Medicine Department of Surgery.
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